Tango Block
Available in NSW/ACT, QLD

Recommended For

Garden
Edging

Freestanding
Walls

Retaining
Walls

Fences

Bench
Seats

Piers

Fire Pits

150mm

This one block does it all!
Use your creativity and bring your backyard to life with

100mm

the double sided DIY seating wall, Tango! Frame courtyard
areas, create piers or even build fences using the one block!
For walls in a weekend, build directly on top of an existing
pavement then cap the wall with Adbri pavers!

300mm

Charcoal

Oatmeal

COLOUR OPTIONS
Due to natural variations in raw materials used,
colour tones may vary from batch to batch.
Whilst these swatches provide a good indication
of the products colour, you should always sight
product samples before use.

BENEFITS OF BUILDING WITH TANGO BLOCKS

One block does it all!
	Build directly on top of pavements – no need to excavate
No concrete, glue or mortar needed = easy DIY

TANGO TOP TIPS
When

building retaining
walls, the required set back
of each course is determined
by the score line on the top
of each block!

Score line

When building walls,
always place the split face
edges against smooth
edges (don’t place smooth
to smooth, or split to split)
When splitting blocks down the score line,
lightly hit on all 4 sides to ensure a clean split

PRODUCT DETAILS
150mm

Cap walls with
Adbri pavers to finish

100mm

300mm

Tango Block
3.33 units per l/m
33.33 units per m2 (single sided)

Maximum unreinforced wall height 600mm (6 courses)
Maximum unreinforced pier height 800mm (8 courses)

HOW TO LAY TANGO BLOCKS

Piers
Maximum unreinforced pier height 800mm (8 courses)

Retaining walls
Maximum unreinforced retaining wall height 600mm (6 courses)

Top view of a Tango wall,
finish by capping with pavers
Double sided freestanding / seating walls
Maximum unreinforced freestanding wall height 600mm (6 courses)

KEY PRODUCT INFORMATION
Range

Tango Block

Size (mm)
LxDxH

Blocks per lm
single sided wall

Blocks per m2
single sided wall

Blocks per m2
double sided wall

Colours

300 x 150 x 100

3.33

33.33

66.66

Oatmeal
Charcoal

HOW TO BUILD PIERS AND A FENCE WITH TANGO BLOCKS
STEP 1: MEASURE AND MARK OUT
Using a measuring tape, builders square and a pencil, mark out the start and end
of your fence opening. These markings will be the location of your 2 piers.

Fence Opening

Mark 2

Mark 1

STEP 2: BUILD THE FIRST PIER
Start the first course of the first pier by laying down 4 Tango blocks onto a level,
flat surface. Continue by laying down the second course using the alternate
pattern shown. Build to 7 courses high. Be sure to use an alternate laying pattern
for each course.
First / odd course
laying pattern

Second / even course
laying pattern

STEP 3: BUILD THE SECOND PIER
Construct the second pier by following step 2 above.
STEP 4: FINISH YOUR PIERS
Finish your piers off by using using landscape grade adheasive to fix down a
Quadro® paver on top of the pier as a cap.
STEP 5: SPLITTING BLOCKS
Before you start your wall you will need to split a few Tango blocks in half to
create two L-shaped pieces which are used for corners and ends. To do this, use
a hammer and bolster and hit along the score line.

Score line

IMPORTANT: Always wear appropriate safety gear at all times when cutting blocks, that is
landscape gloves and eye protection as a minimum.

STEP 6: STARTING THE WALLS
Continue laying the first course of blocks to the desired length of your wall using
the pattern seen below. This is the pattern to use for the first course, and then all
of the odd courses to the finished height of wall.

STEP 7: CONTINUE CONSTRUCTING THE WALLS
Start laying the second course of blocks to the desired length of your wall using the
pattern seen below. This is the pattern to use for the second course, and then all of
the even courses to the finished height of wall. Finish building walls to the required
length and height of your project.

STEP 8: FINISHING THE FENCE
Finish the fence by capping the tops of the walls using Adbri Stradapave® pavers.
There will be some overhang on either side of the wall, this is normal and provides
a neat shadow line to walls. To fix pavers down as caps, apply a continuous line of
landscape grade adhesive along the front and backs of the blocks and then firmly
place down pavers and allow to set.

STEP 9: AFFIX A GATE
You’re almost finished! As the Tango blocks have a “split face” texture, before
hanging a gate it is imperative to fix two pieces of timber to the outsides of both
piers (so the timbers face each other). Then, fix the hinges into the timber on one
side and then latch into the timber on the other side of the opening. Once this is
completed, choose a gate and follow instructions to hang the gate.
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